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Coupon What?
Coupon marketing - the use of coupon codes, vouchers and
discounts to attract and retain customers, taking advantage
of customers' interest in saving money on purchases.

Chapter 1:



  t is pretty likely that when thinking about coupons and vouchers, an
image of a stringy granny cutting out codes from a paper pops into your
mind. The bad press that coupons sometimes receive – being painted as
the epitome of penny-pinching and a gamble for any business – has
resulted in many brands failing to see their marketing potential. Luckily,
thanks to rapid digitization and market full to the brim with the
competition, businesses all over the world seek out new ways to attract
and keep customers. Coupon marketing is one such way. This guide will
tell you all you need to know to succeed with coupons and bring your
discounting strategy to the next level. First, you will learn some of the
benefits and risks that come with running promotional campaigns. The
second part of this guide talks in detail about coupon infrastructure
with the emphasis on capabilities of API-based coupon providers
operating in the SaaS model.

I

Next, you will learn all there is to know about the anatomy of your
coupons – including the most popular redemption limits, design tips and
tracking options. After becoming a master of coupon design, you will get
more than 50+ coupon campaign examples that you can steal and use to
grow your business. Speaking of business, in the closing chapter of this
guide you will find three success stories from enterprises that succeeded
with coupon marketing. Are you ready to change your business? Let’s go!
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Benefits of discounting

Did you know that 55% of consumers spend over two hours each week
looking for coupons and deals and that email messages that offered
recipients a coupon had a 34% higher unique click rate? 
 
I am a consumer of various goods and so are you. I am sure that it’s
pretty exciting to find a good deal on a product that you want and need
– I also believe that finding a bargain creates positive associations with
the brand that offered you this item at a discounted price. 
 
From the customer's point of view, receiving a discount is objectively a
positive experience, but what about a business?

“People buy emotionally, and they justify their
decisions intellectually.” – David Sandler
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Most businesses use coupon marketing to achieve three main goals:
 

 
Accomplish sales and marketing goals – coupons can be
effectively used as incentives for customers to perform specific
actions (e.g. leave a review, purchase two products instead of one)
that help in achieving sales and marketing objectives.

 
 

Nurture brand loyalty – the question of brand loyalty is a nagging
one – some marketers doubt whether it exists at all. Yet, it goes
without saying that people respond emotionally to brands that
reach out to thank loyal customers with coupons which
undoubtedly helps build positive associations.  

 
 

Beat the competition – if a business finds itself going head to
head with other brands, coupons are a great way to make offers
more attractive and popular in the competitive retail environment.
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The darker side of coupons

       oupons, while being a great tool for driving revenue and nurturing
brand loyalty, can also be a way of unwittingly putting yourself out of
business. Why? With badly-planned coupon strategy you run a risk of
losing revenue – a coupon code going viral with no easy way to
deactivate it, is a real nightmare for most marketing and sales staff.

C
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What can you do to protect yourself from coupon fraud?
 
Redemption limits
Setting the total number of code redemptions according to unique
business goals is the first step in preventing coupon fraud. 
 
 
Upper discount value
Upper discount value is a maximum value of a discount that customers
can get while redeeming their code which protects businesses from
allowing for discounted amounts reaching thousands of dollars. 
 
 
 



Product- and customer-based limits
By adding customer segment- or product-based rules to coupon
campaigns, a business makes sure that redemptions will be invoked only
by customers from a desired group and on specific products helping
them reach their business goals.
 
 
Email Verification
Unfortunately, there are some customers who find creative ways to
attempt fraud. Often, these customers register themselves using
different email addresses to take advantage of discount coupons.
Double-opt in, scanning for email aliases and blocking email addresses
from temporary domains are examples of ways to prevent email fraud
and protect business’s bottom line. 
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Even if a business is aiming at generating traffic and attention by
releasing attractive flash sales and public discount codes, some
redemption limits are more than welcome. Without proper limits, a
business can end up in a situation when it is losing money instead of
earning it. Redemption count limit or expiry date can really mean a
world of difference for promo budget and incentive profitability.

Other risks connected with excessive discounting include:
 

Possible brand damage.
 

Decreased conversions outside of sale periods as visitors will only
wait for offers.

 
Tendency to generate traffic of price-driven shoppers. 

 
Increased number of customers outside your target market
diminishing the chances of repeated sales.



The best discounts aren't just about mindlessly slashing prices. Coupons
are about how customers perceive numbers, products, and what they
expect from your brand specifically. 
 
Before we move on, let’s learn some tips on how to succeed with
coupon marketing

“It is not your customer’s job to remember you.
It is your obligation and responsibility to make
sure they don’t have the chance to forget you.”
– Patricia Fripp

Tips and tricks

10
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The rule of 100

Most customers do not calculate the
actual value of the discount – instead,
they go for their gut feeling. It has
been a standard in discount marketing
to offer percentage discounts for
prices under 100, and absolute
discounts for prices over 100.

Offering products at a discounted price
for no obvious reason may evoke
suspicion. Is the product broken? Is the
expiry date coming soon? To avoid
fishiness, state clearly why you are
offering a discount.

The most direct way to influence
perceptions of a transaction is through
a careful use of reference prices. Your
customers need to see what the price
was before it was slashed. Don’t just
tell them “It’s X% off!”

Discounts force your consumers to pay
more attention to the price and not to
the product which may lead to a less
luxurious image of your brand.

Studies have shown that customers
perceive the difference between 4.97 –
3.96 to be smaller than the difference
between 5.00 – 4.00. Use rounded
values to make your discount stand
out.

“Get $X off” puts the focus on what the
customer can gain, whereas “Save $X”
puts the focus on the loss the customer
can avoid. A/B test different options to
see which method resonates better
with your audience.
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1 Explain why2

Previous price3 Luxury doesn’t like
discounts4

5 Contextual messaging6Use rounded
numbers



Developing a Coupon
Strategy

Chapter 2:



If you want to publish one, reusable code available to anyone, anytime
and under all circumstances, coupon marketing is like child’s play. The
problems begin to pile up as you try to restrict the coupon use, track
redemption rates and calculate the ROI. 

What elements do you need to have in place in order to succeed?
 

Coupon code generator that ensures the codes uniqueness.
 

Tool for creating coupon restrictions.
 

Tool for automatically assigning codes to customers.
 

Infrastructure for sending out the coupons or 3rd party
integrations.

 
A method of handling redemptions efficiently.
 
Analytical tools for tracking redemption rates and campaign
ROI.

Coupon Infrastructure

13
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This set of tools is the minimum developmental effort you need to make
in order for your coupon campaign to run smoothly and bring you the
expected results. A lot, right?
 
 
You can take three approaches when deciding on coupon infrastructure:
 

 
    You can create your own software.

 
 
   You can use SaaS coupon providers which offer many 
   out-of-the-box solutions.

 
 
   You can use SaaS coupon providers based on API and geared     
   towards customization. 

 
 
The first approach will give you the ultimate freedom, but it requires a
lot of IT effort, resources and time. Second method will be the fastest,
yet it will fail to provide you with the customization your campaigns
might require. The third strategy requires some developmental work at
the beginning yet eventually it will bring you almost ultimate freedom
with designing your campaigns.

1
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2

3
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Why bother with coupon infrastructure at all?

We know from experience that maintaining integrations and data
synchronisation, adapting campaigns to ever-changing customer
profiles and a never-ending list of maintenance tasks can give your
product manager a terrible headache. We also know that cookie-cutter
promotion systems won’t live up to medium and big businesses
expectations as the business is likely to lose the control needed to
deliver distinctive incentives and rewards in customer engagement
campaigns.



Even if you have a substantial team of software engineers at your
disposal, achieving a high level of flexibility of your coupon software
can take ages. This is where the headless commerce or API-first
approach comes in. 
 
It gives your team programmable building blocks that make business
logic development faster, but you still:
 
 

get the freedom of choosing technology of the customer-facing
applications,
 

 
can connect your backend to other e-commerce/CRM systems to
ensure data integrity.

 
 

API-First Coupon Marketing
“More than 70% of US internet users said their
purchases were influenced by coupons and
discounts.“ – eMarketer, 2016

16
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In a nutshell, it takes out the cons of both rigid eCommerce platforms
and the legacy in-house promotions implementations, making discount
coupons management easier for everyone.
 
With the API-first approach you can gradually plug personalized
incentives and rewards into existing e-commerce ecosystem and help
the whole digital team drive the ROI of customer acquisition and
retention campaigns across any channel.

17
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This is how API-first approach in coupon
marketing can strengthen your team:

Marketer
Personalized customer experiences.
Faster customer touchpoints integration. 
Better conversion optimization.
Platform updates take less time, energy and
nerves.

Freedom to choose any front-end framework. 
Faster testing due to system isolation.
Clear documentation for the system which is
implemented. 
Full control over the discount logic.

Developer

Better total cost of ownership.
Lower cost and faster time to market. 
Building blocks out of the box.
No need  to limit ecommerce stack to a single
vendor.

Management

Chapter 2: Developing a Coupon Strategy
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Launching promo campaigns is a multi-layered undertaking that
requires open communication between marketing, engineering,
support, management and even legal teams. Having some centralised
point of communication is crucial in running outbound promo
campaigns. 
 
Whichever coupon software provider you will choose or whether you
want to create one from scratch, always look for scalability and
affordable maintenance. 
 
The ever-changing customer profiles and marketing team requirements
shouldn’t affect the base code of your promotional infrastructure. After
choosing a coupon provider, you need to plan your strategy ahead. In
the beginning, run small campaigns with diversified parameters, such as
discount value and type, duration, or discounted products. 
 
You must be patient and aware that it will take time and numerous
experiments to figure out what works best for your business.

Interdepartmental
cooperation and things to
consider
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In this chapter, you will learn a lot about coupon attributes
such as time limits, design, mode of delivery and more. All
of these attributes can make or break your coupon
campaign. That’s why it is crucial for you to take into
consideration every detail, no matter how miniscule it may
appear.

Many Dimensions of
Coupons

Chapter 3:



Percentage Discount

Types of Coupons
“Over 70% of US internet users said they
preferred to receive discounts with a dollar
amount off the purchase.“ – eMarketer, 2016

21
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There are four main categories of coupons:

Monetary Discount

Product Discount

Referral Discount



All of these categories present different challenges and can be used to
achieve different business goals. What's important is to plan ahead and
adapt the coupon to your unique objective. 
 
Having a summer clearance – maybe offer a percentage discount; need
to boost customer numbers – perhaps a referral discount could do the
trick?
 
One thing to watch out for is staying honest with your customers and
avoiding fake discounting when the 'pre-sale price' is unrealistically
inflated, or the 'post-sale price' of an item is actually its market price.
 
Deceiving customers into believing that they are getting a great deal is
one of the worst sales tactics that can bring temporary results but
won’t work in the long run.

22
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There is no perfect way to time your coupons as each business is
different. What we recommend is to always include the start and expiry
dates for your campaign which otherwise would run indefinitely. The
remaining timing details remain solely on your side, but  we won’t let
you go empty-handed. 
 
Here’s a list of some possible timing modes that you can steal and use
in your unique campaign:
 

Creating a happy hours coupon with limited validity time frame
(for example – from 11am to 2pm to entice customers to dine in
your restaurant.)

 
Creating coupons valid only on selected days of the week (for
example – Monday 10% off for a bowling alley to give customers
even more reasons to visit you during the off-peak day of the
week.)

 
Creating a sense of urgency by establishing validity time limits
after coupon is published to customers (for example – running a
flash sale with coupons valid only for 3 hours.)

 
Creating a coupon valid all the time except for the most busy
periods for your business (for example – running a 5% off coupon
campaign all week round except for Friday and Saturday.)

The timing matters

23
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Another tip is to use coupon reminders – automatic messages that
remind customers about unredeemed codes.  
 
There are plenty of reasons why your customers may not use their
coupons right away. The truth is humans forget about many things and
simply need to be reminded.
 
Coupon reminders can increase the chance of your messages standing
out from the crowd. Unlike typical follow-up messages, those with
coupons included carry tangible value for consumers. Everyone is more
willing to open an email on seeing the promise of a discount in the
subject line.

24
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Sending out codes that have no catchy pattern or no thought behind
their form can work, but you can do so much more than that. Transform
your codes to become something more – keep them consistent with the
occasion and your brandstyle. 
 

Code pattern

All good coupon providers should give you a possibility to customize
your promotional codes. Play around with the code prefix and postfix,
decide on what characters should be included in your code and last but
not least use case-sensitive mode if you want your system to
differentiate between capital and small characters.

25
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Here are some examples of coupon codes patterns done right:
 
 

LOVEISINTHEAIR2020 - special 20% discount code to celebrate
Valentine’s Day published to customers by a fancy restaurant.

 
 

NICE2MEETU2012 - 10$ discount code for customers who
signed up on a beauty store website for the first time.

 
 

USEME198273 - unique 5% off code with a fixed prefix and
random unguessable number string used by a bookstore.

 
 

DRINKMAS2019 - public 20$ discount code for Christmas
shopping used by a wine shop.

26
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Once you make your codes unguessable with the help of either good
coupon providers or own in-house software, you should think about
customer experience. 
 
You need to keep in mind that there’s a trade-off between codes
security (particularly length) and ease of use for the end user. It’s you
who decides how to compromise these issues in your business reality.
There are, however, a few general tips that should cut down on
customer complaints without substantial security trade-off or too much
development effort

27
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How to improve customer experience with coupons?



Avoid ambiguous characters 
 
It’s difficult to see the difference between O
and 0 in the random string. I (uppercase i)
and l (lower case L) are even more tricky.
Just exclude them from the character set.  

Cut the code into a few small parts.
 
For example: ABCD-1234-XYZ – it’s a subtle
change but it simplifies typing at the
checkout view. This adds up to the overall
buying experience and customer satisfaction.

Don't make the code too long
 
Usually, an 8-12 character string should be
unguessable and unique enough. 

28
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1
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Coupon redemption limits should be adjusted to the campaign goals and
be flexible enough to face the dynamics of unexpected changes such as
the campaign popularity skyrocketing.  
 
There are four ways in which you can restrict your coupons usage:

 
 
Total number of coupon redemptions.

 
 

Number of redemptions count per customer, per day and per user.
 

 
Number of redemptions count per customer among the whole
campaign.

 
 

Total number of redemptions among the whole campaign.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Redemption Limits

29
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Why limiting redemption to once per customer is the most
popular coupon redemption mode?
 
The once-per-customer rule is useful in campaigns tuned toward
acquiring new customers. You can be sure that after a valid order a new
client won’t use the code again. Other benefits appear while running
A/B tests. You're guaranteed that the number of redemptions is limited
to the number of attracted customers.

30
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What makes unique codes the most popular type of
discount?
 
Each unique code tells only one story and defines the individual
preferences of clients. Later on, tracked data and order histories help to
create personalized and well-targeted promotions. 

One-off codes are a guarantee of fraud control and reduction of
misuses. Unique, one-off codes enable you to run exclusive offers, e.g.,
discounts for the most loyal customers. In case of any troubleshooting,
each unique code can be quickly spotted and investigated. Bulk unique
codes are perfect to test different promotional ideas and to figure out a
strategy that works for your business.

Most popular types of campaigns include unique codes assigned to
individual customers that are redeemable only once or publicly shared
codes which do not have a total redemption limit yet are usable only
once per individual customer.  But you don’t have to follow this pattern
– you can try setting up a custom number of redemptions allowed per
customer.



Given today's CRM systems and AI, businesses all over the world
personalize each customer touchpoint and every interaction, including
incentives.
 
Coupon personalization revolves around three key areas:

 
Personalizing coupon codes based on audience and individual
customers.
 
Personalization driven by special occasions, festivals and
holidays.
 
Customizing the channel via which the coupon code is delivered.

*Personalization is a process of tailoring the customer
experience to individual customers based on many attributes
such as previous visits, demographics, or preferences.

"43% of consumers agreed that they would
exchange personal data with companies to save
money through personalized promotions,
discounts or deals."
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Coupon Personalization



Targeting specific audience with personalized promotions
 
Coupons are an excellent fabric for interweaving personalization as they
may come equipped with many rules that define redemption
circumstances. The only limit that restricts ideas for promotion rules are
the capabilities of your coupon infrastructure. For example, you can add
product-specific limits, particular customer segments, budget-based
rules, limits based on the price of items in a cart, rules defining required
order history, and so on.

Adjusting marketing channels
 
Even the best promotion personalization falls flat if the way of delivery
isn’t right. If you send the best-personalized deal, but it’s packed in a
grey bundle of mediocrity, it will likely go right to SPAM. Create a multi-
channel messaging and stick to your brand's looks and vibes. And don’t
forget to reach out to your customer by name!

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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Personalizing campaign time frame according to time
zones and calendar
 
Calendar-driven promo campaigns like holidays, birthdays, or
anniversaries are a brilliant and natural way to entice customers
throughout the whole year-round. You can always try digging a little
deeper and launch exclusive deals for smaller occasions such as
International Friendship Day or International Dog Day for all the dog
lovers out there.

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons

Quick Tip: Remember that personalization cannot be managed
manually at scale. Even in the beginning, it is worth it to invest in
coupon marketing software that already supports coupon
automation.
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People buy with their eyes, so coupon design has to catch attention and
follow UX principles just like any other marketing message you will
share with customers. There is no place for spelling errors,  unintuitive
layout or poor graphics if  you want to succeed with coupons.
 

What about coupon design?

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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“See what we have prepared for
you”
“Start saving now”

All marketing messages, both online
and offline, need some sales pitch at
the end. Try to stay original with
your CTA. For example:

Don’t forget to make your CTA stand
out by using colors that create a
pleasant contrast with the
background color.

Work on a CTA

Let the discount shine
Placing the information on the value of
the discount in the corner of the coupon
and typing it in 8 Times New Roman font
is not the best move design-wise.
Instead, save the main spot for the
discount value and try to direct
customers’ attention to it by using colors,
graphics and layout.

All great deals display imagery that
transports customers to a place you want
them to be, putting customers in the
frame of mind of your choosing. New
Year’s sale on evening dresses? Great,
show your customers some elegant
gowns and transfer their mindset into
the New Year’s party.

We have noticed that coupons with
high-quality graphics instead of images
yield better results. Why? Possibly
because photos tend to divert attention
from your discount. In addition, using
Stock photos is passé and adding your
original graphics make your brand look
more reliable in the eyes of  customers.

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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How to make your discount codes stand out?

Overly complicated coupon usage
terms and conditions or simply too
much text can successfully
discourage potential clients from
using your incentives. In the context
of coupons, less is more. Don't be
afraid to leave some whitespace – it
will definitely draw more attention to
your discount rather than pointless
graphics.

Make your message clear

Include your logo
Make sure your customers know
exactly who’s treating them to these
awesome deals by adding your brand
assets to your design – this includes
your logo, brand colors or graphics
that often appear in your branded
material.

Use imagery deliberately Use graphics



Mode of delivery
“ The marketing channels that you use to send
your offers need to be based on the channels
that are most often frequented by your core
buyer personas. Your most important kinds of
ideal clients must be the ones who dictate
how you allocate your resources for sending
offers.” - Joshua Feinberg, president of the
Data Center Sales & Marketing Institute.

      he codes distribution needs to be adjusted to channels preferred by
your audience. There are several  ways in which you can deliver the
codes to your audience. 

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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Coupons sent via SMS messages – deliver promotional
codes straight to your customers’ pockets. Remember
to keep the offer relevant and not-spammy. This mode
of delivery works best for flash sales. 

Coupons as part of live chat support - use coupons to
increase customer satisfaction by sending ‘sorry’
discounts via live chat. 

A coupon aggregate website - use it to collect all your
discount codes in one place. 

Discount codes in email messages – inform customers
about the offer waiting inside to increase your email
open rates. 

Web channels – coupon widgets, pop-ups and banners  
on your website to invite customers to encourage your
incentives. 

Print - coupons delivered to customers via post which
helps you combine offline and online customer
journeys. 

37
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Tracking how your campaign is doing is the last, but the most important
step of your coupon strategy. Without proper monitoring infrastructure
in place, you won’t be able to tell whether the campaign was a flop or
success. 
 
Having a list of redemptions, comparison tools, and some graphical
representation of data can make or break your future coupon
campaigns. If you are not ready to implement a whole monitoring
infrastructure you can use coupon software providers who offer
analytical tools out of the box. Another idea is to use a mobile app for
redemptions. By adding the app to your ecommerce stack, you can
enable coupon redemption at offline points of sale and analyze promo
activity on the go.

Tracking

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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The most important element of tracking coupons is to analyze data up-
to-date and draw conclusions based on the data you extract. Tracking
and measuring performance is the only right way to build and develop
efficient coupon marketing for any business.

Each redemption should be tracked and include the following details:
 

 
Customer who redeemed the code.
 

 
Date and time.
 

 
Coupon code, campaign, and redemption channel.

Chapter 3: Many Dimensions of Coupons
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Catalog of 50+ coupon
campaigns

Chapter 4:

Now that you know the ins and outs of coupon marketing,
we wanted to give you something special – 
a comprehensive list of more than 50 coupon campaigns
that you can steal and use in your business. 



When a customer purchases an item for the first time, send a 10% off coupon to the
customer for the next product if s/he leaves a review.

Customer- and behaviour-specific campaigns:

41
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"Getting a coupon, as hard as it is to believe, is physically
shown to be more enjoyable than getting a gift." - Paul J. Zak,
director of the Center for Neuroeconomics Studies at
Claremont Graduate University.

2

3

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Send one coupon to a dormant user, and schedule automatic reminders, e.g., 20%
off the next order if s/he makes a purchase within two weeks.

20% coupon code for regular customers and an additional $5 discount if they share
your post on social media.

10% off coupon if a customer adds a photo with your product and tags your store.

5% off coupon if a customer leaves a review on your social profile.

15$ off for customers who downloaded your newsletter. 

10% off for a next purchase if a customer visited the new store in Berlin.

Send a 5% off discount code to customers who experienced issues with your
services as means to boost customer satisfaction and erase any ill feelings.

Launch a 12h exclusive discount for your most loyal customers (based on revenue). 

Launch three discounts simultaneously and display them in a row allowing only the
first 50 people to click to use the codes creating a sense or urgency and
competition.

Offer a discount coupon for 5-15% off the shopper’s first purchase in exchange for
his or her email address.



Offer 50%+ discount to liquidate merchandise that’s old or doesn't sell well.

Chapter 4: Catalog of 50+ coupon campaigns
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Give customers $5 off their next purchase in exchange for visitors sharing their 
experiences with your brand on Facebook.

Offer all of your Twitter followers a code for 15% off all Amazon orders.

Launch a retargeting discount offering 20% off if customers come back to make a
purchase.

Launch a flash sale of 10% off if customers find themselves near your store and
deliver the coupon codes via SMS.

Send a discount coupon alongside a short survey to customers who have been
inactive for more than a year, asking them what can you improve to bring them
back.

Track when the customer made the last order and send a preemptive message with
a 15% discount coupon reminding the customer that he or she will soon run out of
the product they purchased. This tactic works very well with cosmetics.

Launch a discount coupon for new visitors and display it as a pop-up on your
website with the time-down counter of the discount validity.

Add a free shipping option to your discount for customers from Europe.

Run 20% discount and next day launch a 25% discount – if some customers were on
the fence before, the extra 5 percent offered might just push them over the edge.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

Create an exit intent offer so every time a customer is about to leave the site, a 25%
exit intent offer pops up.

20



Send 10% off coupon if a customer placed two orders this month.

These kinds of campaigns enable you to cross-sell and up-sell
with coupons. They also help when some products get stuck in
your inventory.

Product- and cart-specific campaigns:

43
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Launch a 15$ off pre-launch offer to increase pre-orders and increase excitement
around your new product or project. 

Be more eco-friendly and offer a 5$ discount on every product from your bio
collection. 

Launch a cart promotion for orders above 250$ and available only to premium-
status customers. 

Discount coupon for 100$ but with a maximum amount limit of 50$ forcing the
customer to repeat the purchase to use the whole discount.

Offer a $15 off coupon if a customer buys at least three products (the discount can
be applied on an entire order or just on a particular product.)

Make a coupon with a $10 discount available if the price of any item in the cart is
more than $100.

If a customer buys one product from a wellness category, send an email with
a coupon for another one 20% off.

Offer an additional 20% off coupon for specific items if a customer buys anything
from the same category within the next two weeks.

Make a coupon for a more expensive variant of a product available at the price of
a cheaper variant if the order value is more than $100.

Send an email or SMS with 5% off coupon when a customer abandons their cart –
a  smart way to recover revenue that would otherwise be lost.

23
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26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33



Coupon campaigns for special occasions:

44
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Send a customer a message with 50% off to celebrate a year since their first order or
sign-up date.

34

Place a 40% coupon code on your landing page and enable customers to get
a discount for the next 12 hours.

35

Send a 25% discount on everything (with the upper limit of 1000$) as a birthday gift.36

A happy hours campaign with drinks for 10% off during the off-peak season to
increase traffic.

37

Let customers choose one deal out of three to add a bit of spiciness to your
business.

38

Launch an influencer campaign with 5% for all customers who register via the
influencer’s link.

39

St. Patrick’s Day Special Deal for customers from Ireland.40

Christmas special deals lasting for 5 days and steadily increasing in value to create a
sense of urgency.

41

Make the discount codes a part of the contest – launch a 1000$ discount codes that
will be randomly given to customers who signed up for newsletter.

42

Create a set of discounts and display them as a spinning wheel allowing customers
to draw the discount codes and gamify the whole experience.

43

Ask your followers a few quick questions – and then offer them a carefully-chosen
promo code. For example, you could offer bigger discounts to customers who are
more familiar with your brand.

44

Add an element of surprise by awarding codes at random via a pop-up coupon
widget.

45

Offer a 20$ discount for a fancy dinner in the popular bar in town in exchange for
filling out a customer survey.

46
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Partner up with a company that offers complementary services and display discount
codes for their services for a small fee.

47

Offer discounts for the off-peak hours or days of your business to generate more
traffic.

48

Launch a string of discounts and flash sales in celebration of Black Friday and Cyber
Monday.

49

Extra 5% discount for all your female customers in celebration of International
Women’s Day.

50

Weekend-only discount for 15% off for selected products.51



Successful businesses
that invested in
coupons

Chapter 5:



A revolutionary indoor cycle fitness company reached out to Voucherify
to help them (re)engage their communities. With the advanced
promotion software, they could quickly split their members into
geolocalized segments and offer them highly relevant discount
coupons via Braze.
 
Soul Cycle leveraged Voucherify’s built-in distribution channels to send
well-timed deals via push notifications or as an in-app messages on
mobile. They were personalized using several attributes including
products (fitness programs), audience segments, calendar events,
location, and partnerships.

The use of targeted coupons led to email open rates
being 3x higher than SoulCycle average, 4x higher
click-through rates, and [related] revenue being 5x
higher.
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One of the most common Zalando tricks to push customers to redeem
the codes is an expiry date on the coupon code. Another way of making
the code more engaging is to introduce cart-based limits. 
 
Zalando found yet another way to increase the order amount through
coupons: product-based upselling. One way to achieve this is to remind
the customer about other items that he or she may be interested in
while they browse the shop.
 
Zalando’s coupon strategy is full of life throughout the year. By rolling
out dozens of short-term, diversified and personalized campaigns
often, they have gained a large group of followers who visit the online
platforms to find a coupon for the shoes they’ve been dreaming of.
 
By being able to schedule future coupon campaigns ahead of time,
Zalando can plan a promotional calendar full of personalized incentives.
The calendar isn’t limited to Black Friday and the Christmas period but
also for national holidays, sports events, or local festivals like
Oktoberfest - you name it.

The basis for Zalando coupon marketing strategy
success is a detailed A/B testing. The company
launches multiple campaigns with various attributes
at the same time and just compares the results. 

Chapter 5: Successful businesses that invested in coupons
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iCabbi provides dispatch software for major taxi companies across the
globe. Recurring bookings is the single most important concern of
today’s taxi companies. 
 
To retain customers, marketers must create novel and targeted
discount campaigns while also monitoring the promotion budget. 
 
iCabbi segmented end-customers based on their personal details and
order history. In this way, they can offer special deals at the right time
and via the right channel. They also use vouchers to compensate
passengers who aren’t satisfied with service. For instance, if a customer
files a complaint and the claim comes through, a customer service agent
sends a one-off discount code which carries 50% off for the next order.
 
Personalized incentives and caring about top-notch passenger
experience drives customer loyalty and increases the number of
recurring bookings.

Thanks to coupon marketing, iCabbi improved
customer retention and acquisition rates and boosted
the number of self-service customers. iCabbi
incentives were distributed via automated  email,
SMS, push notifications and print.

49
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These are only a few success stories of companies who took coupon
marketing seriously and which via continuous effort shaped their
respective promo campaigns into perfection. 
 
We, at Voucherify, hope that this ebook will be helpful in guiding your
coupon marketing strategy leading you to success and perhaps a
promotion? 
 
Look out for other education materials uploaded weekly to our blog to
explore the intricacies of making coupon marketing work for you and
your business.


